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The Big Exit
A Novel
Abrams Fresh out of prison, Richie Forman tries to settle back into his life in the Bay Area. By day, he works at a law ﬁrm dedicated to freeing innocent men from prison. By night, he makes a living
impersonating Frank Sinatra. But then his ex-best friend is found hacked to death in his garage, and Richie becomes the prime suspect. In a murder mystery with the intricacies of a microchip, David
Carnoy weaves his characters like a master.

A Certain Hunger
Nineteen Eighty-Four
epubli "Nineteen Eighty-Four: A Novel", often published as "1984", is a dystopian social science ﬁction novel by English novelist George Orwell. It was published on 8 June 1949 by Secker & Warburg as
Orwell's ninth and ﬁnal book completed in his lifetime. Thematically, "Nineteen Eighty-Four" centres on the consequences of totalitarianism, mass surveillance, and repressive regimentation of persons and
behaviours within society. Orwell, himself a democratic socialist, modelled the authoritarian government in the novel after Stalinist Russia. More broadly, the novel examines the role of truth and facts
within politics and the ways in which they are manipulated. The story takes place in an imagined future, the year 1984, when much of the world has fallen victim to perpetual war, omnipresent government
surveillance, historical negationism, and propaganda. Great Britain, known as Airstrip One, has become a province of a totalitarian superstate named Oceania that is ruled by the Party who employ the
Thought Police to persecute individuality and independent thinking. Big Brother, the leader of the Party, enjoys an intense cult of personality despite the fact that he may not even exist. The protagonist,
Winston Smith, is a diligent and skillful rank-and-ﬁle worker and Outer Party member who secretly hates the Party and dreams of rebellion. He enters into a forbidden relationship with a colleague, Julia,
and starts to remember what life was like before the Party came to power.

MOX
Simon and Schuster A vivid trip through the mind of the top professional wrestler in the business—a nobody from nowhere who achieved his ambitions and walked away with the gold and the girl of his
dreams. Ride alongside Jon Moxley as he retraces some of the highways traveled on his remarkable journey. Revel in the never-before-told stories about his early life in Cincinnati, Ohio; the gritty
independent wrestling scene where he cut his teeth; the complicated corporate landscape of the WWE where he bucked against authority; and the rebellious upstart AEW, where he won the championship
in 2020 and was ﬁnally free to achieve the vision of the wrestler he’d always wanted to be. With plenty of pitstops and revelatory insights, including grisly ultraviolent encounters, crazy characters who
became lifelong friends, and his unforgettable matches in Japan, MOX is the riveting account of the life of a brawler. It is a tale written in blood and soaked in debauchery, with a good dose of wisdom
accumulated along the way. More than a backstage pass into the arena, MOX is a ticket into the ring. Once inside, you’ll never look at pro wrestling the same again.

Knife Music
A Novel
Harry N. Abrams Six months after saving the life of teenage accident victim Kristen Kroiter, emergency room surgeon Ted Cogan is shocked when he is questioned by police in the wake of her baﬄing
suicide, which causes the womanizing Cogan to be wrongly accused of rape.

Risuko
A Kunoichi Tale
Stillpoint Digital Press Can One Girl Win A War? My name is Kano Murasaki, but everyone calls me Risuko. Squirrel. I am from Serenity Province, though I was not born there. My nation has been at war
for a hundred years, Serenity is under attack and my family is in disgrace, but some people think that I can bring victory. That I can be a very special kind of woman. All I want to do is climb. My name is
Kano Murasaki, but everyone calls me Squirrel. Risuko. ~*~ Though Japan has been devastated by a century of civil war, Risuko just wants to climb trees. Growing up far from the battleﬁelds and court
intrigues, the fatherless girl ﬁnds herself pulled into a plot that may reunite Japan — or may destroy it. She is torn from her home and what is left of her family, but ﬁnds new friends at a school that may
not be what it seems. Magical but historical, Risuko follows her along the ﬁrst dangerous steps to discovering who she truly is. Kano Murasaki, called Risuko (Squirrel) is a young, fatherless girl, more
comfortable climbing trees than down on the ground. Yet she ﬁnds herself enmeshed in a game where the board is the whole nation of Japan, where the pieces are armies, moved by scheming lords, and a
single girl couldn’t possibly have the power to change the outcome. Or could she? YOUNG ADULT HISTORICAL ADVENTURE As featured in Kirkus, Foreword, and on the cover of Publishers Weekly! Tight,
exciting, and thoughtful... The characters are nicely varied and all the pieces ﬁt into place deftly. -- Kirkus Reviews Risuko is an artfully crafted novel that evokes a heavy sense of place and
enchantment.... Risuko's development and evolution are fascinating to watch in this powerful and relentless coming-of-age adventure. -- Foreword Reviews (spotlight review) Vividly portrayed, ﬂush with
cultural detail, and smoothly written. -- BookLife

Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell
Bloomsbury Publishing USA In the Hugo-award winning, epic New York Times Bestseller and basis for the BBC miniseries, two men change England's history when they bring magic back into the world.
In the midst of the Napoleonic Wars in 1806, most people believe magic to have long since disappeared from England - until the reclusive Mr. Norrell reveals his powers and becomes an overnight
celebrity. Another practicing magician then emerges: the young and daring Jonathan Strange. He becomes Norrell's pupil, and the two join forces in the war against France. But Strange is increasingly
drawn to the wild, most perilous forms of magic, and he soon risks sacriﬁcing his partnership with Norrell and everything else he holds dear. Susanna Clarke's brilliant ﬁrst novel is an utterly compelling
epic tale of nineteenth-century England and the two magicians who, ﬁrst as teacher and pupil and then as rivals, emerge to change its history.

An Echo in the Bone
Doubleday Canada A new Outlander novel — the seventh — from #1 National Bestselling author Diana Gabaldon. Readers have been waiting with bated breath for the seventh volume in bestselling
author Diana Gabaldon’s epic Outlander saga — a masterpiece of historical ﬁction featuring Jamie and Claire, from one of the genre’s most popular and beloved authors. Jamie Fraser, erstwhile Jacobite
and reluctant rebel, knows three things about the American rebellion: the Americans will win, unlikely as that seems in 1778; being on the winning side is no guarantee of survival; and he’d rather die than
face his illegitimate son — a young lieutenant in the British Army — across the barrel of a gun. Fraser’s time-travelling wife, Claire, also knows a couple of things: that the Americans will win, but that the
ultimate price of victory is a mystery. What she does believe is that the price won’t include Jamie’s life or happiness — not if she has anything to say. Claire’s grown daughter Brianna, and her husband,
Roger, watch the unfolding of Brianna’s parents’ history — a past that may be sneaking up behind their own family.

Alexander Hamilton
An introduction to the life and work of Alexander Hamilton, one of America's Founding Fathers. Activities includes All about Hamilton crossword puzzle.
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Six Wakes
Orbit In this Hugo nominated science ﬁction thriller by Mur Laﬀerty, a crew of clones awakens aboard a space ship to ﬁnd they're being hunted-and any one of them could be the killer. Maria Arena
awakens in a cloning vat streaked with drying blood. She has no memory of how she died. This is new; before, when she had awakened as a new clone, her ﬁrst memory was of how she died. Maria's vat is
one of seven, each one holding the clone of a crew member of the starship Dormire, each clone waiting for its previous incarnation to die so it can awaken. And Maria isn't the only one to die recently. . .
Unlock the bold new science ﬁction thriller that Corey Doctorow calls Mur's "breakout book".

The Stranger Beside Me
Planet Ann Rule

Gulp: Adventures on the Alimentary Canal
W. W. Norton & Company The humorous science writer oﬀers a tour of the human digestive system, explaining why the stomach doesn't digest itself and whether constipation can kill you.

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (A Hunger Games Novel)
Scholastic Inc. Ambition will fuel him. Competition will drive him. But power has its price. It is the morning of the reaping that will kick oﬀ the tenth annual Hunger Games. In the Capitol, eighteen-yearold Coriolanus Snow is preparing for his one shot at glory as a mentor in the Games. The once-mighty house of Snow has fallen on hard times, its fate hanging on the slender chance that Coriolanus will be
able to outcharm, outwit, and outmaneuver his fellow students to mentor the winning tribute. The odds are against him. He's been given the humiliating assignment of mentoring the female tribute from
District 12, the lowest of the low. Their fates are now completely intertwined - every choice Coriolanus makes could lead to favor or failure, triumph or ruin. Inside the arena, it will be a ﬁght to the death.
Outside the arena, Coriolanus starts to feel for his doomed tribute . . . and must weigh his need to follow the rules against his desire to survive no matter what it takes.

Animal Farm
Faber & Faber All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others. It's just an ordinary farm - until the animals revolt. They get rid of the irresponsible farmer. The other animals are sure
that life is improving, but as systems are replaced and half-truths are retold, a new hierarchy emerges . . . Orwell's tale of propaganda, power and greed has never felt more pertinent. With an exciting new
cover and inside illustrations by superstar Chris Mould.

API Security in Action
Simon and Schuster API Security in Action teaches you how to create secure APIs for any situation. By following this hands-on guide you’ll build a social network API while mastering techniques for
ﬂexible multi-user security, cloud key management, and lightweight cryptography. Summary A web API is an eﬃcient way to communicate with an application or service. However, this convenience opens
your systems to new security risks. API Security in Action gives you the skills to build strong, safe APIs you can conﬁdently expose to the world. Inside, you’ll learn to construct secure and scalable REST
APIs, deliver machine-to-machine interaction in a microservices architecture, and provide protection in resource-constrained IoT (Internet of Things) environments. Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology APIs control data sharing in every service, server, data store, and web client. Modern data-centric
designs—including microservices and cloud-native applications—demand a comprehensive, multi-layered approach to security for both private and public-facing APIs. About the book API Security in Action
teaches you how to create secure APIs for any situation. By following this hands-on guide you’ll build a social network API while mastering techniques for ﬂexible multi-user security, cloud key
management, and lightweight cryptography. When you’re done, you’ll be able to create APIs that stand up to complex threat models and hostile environments. What's inside Authentication Authorization
Audit logging Rate limiting Encryption About the reader For developers with experience building RESTful APIs. Examples are in Java. About the author Neil Madden has in-depth knowledge of applied
cryptography, application security, and current API security technologies. He holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science. Table of Contents PART 1 - FOUNDATIONS 1 What is API security? 2 Secure API
development 3 Securing the Natter API PART 2 - TOKEN-BASED AUTHENTICATION 4 Session cookie authentication 5 Modern token-based authentication 6 Self-contained tokens and JWTs PART 3 AUTHORIZATION 7 OAuth2 and OpenID Connect 8 Identity-based access control 9 Capability-based security and macaroons PART 4 - MICROSERVICE APIs IN KUBERNETES 10 Microservice APIs in
Kubernetes 11 Securing service-to-service APIs PART 5 - APIs FOR THE INTERNET OF THINGS 12 Securing IoT communications 13 Securing IoT APIs

The Book Club Journal
All the Books You've Read, Loved, & Discussed
Adams Media Keep track of your book club selections and record your latest literary adventures with this reading journal to stay organized for your next meeting! Book clubs are a great way to read new
books and discover diﬀerent genres and new topics that you may not be too familiar with. You can share your thoughts in a social setting and enjoy interesting conversations that might open your eyes to
other opinions about the book. But all too often we forget the best details once the book is ﬁnished and put back on the shelf. With The Book Club Journal, you can collect and remember all your important
thoughts and feelings so that you can reﬂect on them for future meetings or rereadings. Made speciﬁcally for book club members, this journal has prompts for all the basic book stats, such as the title,
author, and who suggested the book, along with book club speciﬁc questions like “How does this book compare with the titles we have read previously?” This fun and useful journal also includes reference
pages with lists of classic book club must-reads, and room for you to create your very own to-read list.

Sandman Vol. 11: Endless Nights 30th Anniversary Edition
Vertigo The classic short story collection by Neil Gaiman and a host of renowned artists is back! Alternately haunting, bittersweet, erotic and nightmarish, the seven stories in this book-one for each of the
Endless siblings, each illustrated by a diﬀerent artist-reveal strange secrets and surprising truths about the Endless.

You Get What You Get
Capstone Melvin likes to throw a tantrum when he does not get what he wants, but he learns that the classroom rule, "you get what you get and you don't throw a ﬁt" applies at home as well.

THE ROOM ON THE ROOF
60th Anniversary Edition
Penguin UK A CLASSIC COMING-OF-AGE STORY WHICH HAS HELD GENERATIONS OF READERS SPELLBOUND Rusty, a sixteen-year-old Anglo-Indian boy, is orphaned, and has to live with his English
guardian in the claustrophobic European part in Dehra Dun. Unhappy with the strict ways of his guardian, Rusty runs away from home to live with his Indian friends. Plunging for the ﬁrst time into the
dream-bright world of the bazaar, Hindu festivals and other aspects of Indian life, Rusty is enchanted . . . and is lost forever to the prim proprieties of the European community. This special edition marks
the 60th anniversary of this award-winning book, written when the author was just seventeen. Poignant, heart-warming and an absolute classic, this book is forever a joy to read.

Beneath The Willow Tree
Rachel Hanna In book 8 of the USA Today bestselling South Carolina Sunsets series, somebody comes back to Seagrove for the ﬁrst time in many years. Plus, catch up with your favorite characters
including Julie, Dawson, Dixie and more!

Making School a Game Worth Playing
Digital Games in the Classroom
Corwin Press Integrate game-based learning for 21st Century skills success! This straightforward, easy-to-follow guide from experts Schaaf and Mohan helps you leverage technology students love best –
digital video games. With step-by-step strategies, you’ll easily ﬁnd, evaluate, and integrate gaming into your existing lesson plans or completely redesign your classroom. Teachers learn to use welldesigned game elements to: Promote meaningful student buy-in Create student-centered, collaborative learning spaces Teach and assess 21st Century Fluencies aligned to Common Core State Standards
Address multiple intelligences using research-based strategies Includes a detailed implementation outline. Create engaged, adventure-ﬁlled learning with this resourceful guide!
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Spawn Origins Collection Vol. 1
Image Comics Featuring the stories and artwork (by Todd McFarlane himself!) that laid the groundwork for the most successful independent comic book ever published. Spawn Origins Volume 1 includes
the introduction of not only Spawn, but also a number of other memorable and menacing characters, including Malebolgia and the Violator. Collects Spawn #1-6.

Manage Your Day-To-Day
Build Your Routine, Find Your Focus, and Sharpen Your Creative Mind
Amazon.Com Publishing Oﬀers insights on ways to meet the challenges of the workplace by building a daily routine and ﬁnding focus amid chaos.

Michigan Proﬁciency ECPE Practical Student Book and Glos
Containing eight complete ECPE practice tests, Michigan Proﬁciency has been revised to include the two 10-item Cloze passages and revised Grammar sections which reﬂect the most recent version of the
ECPE. Other features include Vocabulary Consolidation exercises after each test, Writing Tutorials with tips on developing each Writing topic, updated Extra Cloze Practice with 16 all-new 10-item passages
and extensive exam tips and strategies.

Coming to Narrative
A Personal History of Paradigm Change in the Human Sciences
Left Coast Press Reﬂecting on a 50 year university career, Distinguished Professor Arthur Bochner, former President of the National Communication Association, discloses a lived history, both academic
and personal, that has paralleled many of the paradigm shifts in the human sciences inspired by the turn toward narrative. He shows how the human sciences—especially in his own areas of interpersonal,
family, and communication theory—have evolved from sciences directed toward prediction and control to interpretive ones focused on the search for meaning through qualitative, narrative, and
ethnographic modes of inquiry. He outlines the theoretical contributions of such luminaries as Bateson, Laing, Goﬀman, Henry, Gergen, and Richardson in this transformation. Using diverse forms of
narration, Bochner seamlessly layers theory and story, interweaving his professional and personal life with the social and historical contexts in which they developed.

Harlem Shuﬄe
A Novel
Anchor NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Underground Railroad and The Nickel Boys, this gloriously entertaining novel is “fast-paced, keen-eyed and
very funny ... about race, power and the history of Harlem all disguised as a thrill-ride crime novel" (San Francisco Chronicle). "Ray Carney was only slightly bent when it came to being crooked..." To his
customers and neighbors on 125th street, Carney is an upstanding salesman of reasonably priced furniture, making a decent life for himself and his family. He and his wife Elizabeth are expecting their
second child, and if her parents on Striver's Row don't approve of him or their cramped apartment across from the subway tracks, it's still home. Few people know he descends from a line of uptown hoods
and crooks, and that his façade of normalcy has more than a few cracks in it. Cracks that are getting bigger all the time. Cash is tight, especially with all those installment-plan sofas, so if his cousin
Freddie occasionally drops oﬀ the odd ring or necklace, Ray doesn't ask where it comes from. He knows a discreet jeweler downtown who doesn't ask questions, either. Then Freddie falls in with a crew
who plan to rob the Hotel Theresa—the "Waldorf of Harlem"—and volunteers Ray's services as the fence. The heist doesn't go as planned; they rarely do. Now Ray has a new clientele, one made up of
shady cops, vicious local gangsters, two-bit pornographers, and other assorted Harlem lowlifes. Thus begins the internal tussle between Ray the striver and Ray the crook. As Ray navigates this double life,
he begins to see who actually pulls the strings in Harlem. Can Ray avoid getting killed, save his cousin, and grab his share of the big score, all while maintaining his reputation as the go-to source for all
your quality home furniture needs? Harlem Shuﬄe's ingenious story plays out in a beautifully recreated New York City of the early 1960s. It's a family saga masquerading as a crime novel, a hilarious
morality play, a social novel about race and power, and ultimately a love letter to Harlem. But mostly, it's a joy to read, another dazzling novel from the Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award-winning
Colson Whitehead.

The Twiller
The Unintentional Adventures of a Truly Hapless Hero
David Derrico An extraterrestrial being helps a hapless bungler who is lost in space.

Beetlejuice: Handbook for the Recently Deceased Hardcover Ruled Journal
Insights Celebrate your love of Beetlejuice with this deluxe journal based on the hit movie, just in time for the thirtieth anniversary in 2018. The 1988 Tim Burton movie Beetlejuice is an endearing classic.
Now fans can enjoy this deluxe journal, which is an authentic replica of the Handbook for the Recently Deceased used by the characters in the ﬁlm. With sturdy construction and sewn binding, this journal
lies ﬂat, and the 192 ruled, acid-free pages of high-quality heavy stock paper take both pen and pencil nicely to invite a ﬂow of inspiration. Includes a ribbon placeholder, elastic closure, and 7.5 x 4.5–inch
back pocket perfect for holding photographs and mementos. BEETLEJUICE and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s18)

Zambesi Expedition
Book Excerpt: ...photographs by Charles Livingstone and Dr. Kirk, have materially assisted in the illustrations. I would also very sincerely thank my friends Professor Owen and Mr. Oswell for many valuable
hints and other aid in the preparation of this volume.Newstead Abbey, April 16, 1865.THE ZAMBESI AND ITS TRIBUTARIES.INTRODUCTION.Objects of the Expedition--Personal Interest shown by Naval
Authorities--Members of the Zambesi Expedition.When ﬁrst I determined on publishing the narrative of my "Missionary Travels," I had a great misgiving as to whether the criticism my endeavours might
provoke would be friendly or the reverse, more particularly as I felt that I had then been so long a sojourner in the wilderness, as to be quite a stranger to the British public. But I am now in this, my second
essay at authorship, cheered by the conviction that very many readers, who are personally unknown to me, will receive this narrative with the kindly consideration and allowances of friends; and that...

From Buddha to Jesus
An Insider's View of Buddhism and Christianity
Monarch Books Buddhism is not a way of harmony and cosmic unity, as Westerners tend to think. Although Buddhism is a rapidly rising religion in the West, few Westerners know what Buddhism is like
from the inside. Steve, who made the journey from Buddhism to Christ, explains the Buddhist mind-set and worldview, and makes useful points of comparison.

Kingdom of the Wicked
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers A James Patterson Presents Novel From the #1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Stalking Jack the Ripper series comes a new
blockbuster series... Two sisters.One brutal murder. A quest for vengeance that will unleash Hell itself... And an intoxicating romance. Emilia and her twin sister Vittoria are streghe -- witches who live
secretly among humans, avoiding notice and persecution. One night, Vittoria misses dinner service at the family's renowned Sicilian restaurant. Emilia soon ﬁnds the body of her beloved twin...desecrated
beyond belief. Devastated, Emilia sets out to ﬁnd her sister's killer and to seek vengeance at any cost-even if it means using dark magic that's been long forbidden. Then Emilia meets Wrath, one of the
Wicked-princes of Hell she has been warned against in tales since she was a child. Wrath claims to be on Emilia's side, tasked by his master with solving the series of women's murders on the island. But
when it comes to the Wicked, nothing is as it seems...

Let's Talk Money
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You've Worked Hard for It, Now Make It Work for You
Harper Collins REVISED AND UPDATED-NOW WITH FINANCIAL LESSONS FROM COVID-19 We work hard to earn our money. But regardless of how much we earn, the money worry never goes away. Bills,
rent, EMIs, medical costs, vacations, kids' education and, somewhere at the back of the head, the niggling fear of being underprepared for our own retirement. Wouldn't it be wonderful if our money
worked for us just as we work hard for it? What if we had a proven system to identify dud investment schemes? What if we could just plug seamlessly into a simple, jargon-free plan to get more value out
of our money for tomorrow, and have a super good life today as well? India's most trusted name in personal ﬁnance, Monika Halan oﬀers you a feet-on-the-ground system to build ﬁnancial security. Not a
get-rich-quick guide, this book provides you a smarter way to live your dream life, rather than stay worried about the 'right' investment or 'perfect' insurance. Unlike many personal ﬁnance books, Let's
Talk Money is written speciﬁcally for you, keeping the Indian context in mind.

The Real Hergé
The Inspiration Behind Tintin
White Owl Hergé created only twenty-four Tintin books which have been translated into more than seventy languages and sold 230 million copies worldwide. The Real Hergé: The Inspiration Behind Tintin
takes an in-depth look at the man behind the cultural phenomenon and the history that helped shape these books. As well as focussing on the controversies that engulfed Hergé, this biography will also
look at his personal life, as well as the relationships and experiences that inﬂuenced him.

Planet of Slums
Verso Celebrated urban theorist Davis provides a global overview of the diverse religious, ethnic, and political movements competing for the souls of the new urban poor.

Archie 1000 Page Comics Glory
Archie Comic Publications (Trade) This series is the #1 value in color children's books today. The latest volume of the biggest Archie graphic novels ever, featuring over 100 full-color stories in a format
akin to the hugely popular Archie Digest series at an amazing price. Designed for mass market and book venues looking for higher price points, high volume and high value, such as warehouse clubs and
book fairs. This volume collects 1000 pages of iconic Archie comic stories, featuring the same mix of wild humor, awkward charm and genuine relatability that has kept Archie and the gang popular with
kids and families for 80 years.

All-New Kindle Paperwhite (300 Ppi, 7th Generation, 2015 Edition)
The A-Z Guide
CreateSpace After many months of observing the buying culture among diﬀerent buyers, I have realized that many customers buy more than one guide on a particular device. In order to discourage this
practice and ensure that buyers save some of their money, I have taken much time and patience to write a very comprehensive guide on All-New Kindle Paperwhite (7th Generation).This guide was written
to provide every essential information about All-New Kindle Paperwhite (7th Generation). Excessive eﬀorts were made to make sure that every user of this guide gets the best information. Much eﬀort was
put into making sure that every instruction in this guide is presented in a very clear and simple way so that every reader of this guide can get maximum beneﬁts from it. Whether you already own All-New
Kindle Paperwhite or you are considering getting one, you should ﬁnd this guide useful.PS: Please make sure you don't give the gift of Kindle Paperwhite (7th Generation) without given this companion
guide alongside with it. This guide makes your gift a complete one.

Sword in the Stars
A Once & Future Novel
Hachette UK In this epic sequel to Once & Future, Ari and her Rainbow knights must pull oﬀ a Holy Grail heist thousands of years in the past -- without destroying their own destinies. Ari Helix may have
won her battle against the tyrannical Mercer corporation, but the larger war has just begun. Ari and her cursed wizard Merlin must travel back in time to the unenlightened Middle Ages and steal the King
Arthur's Grail -- the very deﬁnition of impossible. It's imperative that the time travelers not skew the timeline and alter the course of history. Coming face to face with the original Arthurian legend could
produce a ripple eﬀect that changes everything. Somehow Merlin forgot that the past can be even more dangerous than the future . . .

The Readies
In 1930, Bob Brown predicted that the printed book was bound for obsolescence. The time has come, he insisted, to rid the reader of the cumbersome book. He invented a machine that would allow one to
read books and any text extremely fast and in a hyper abbreviated form. He called these abbreviated texts, with em dashes replacing words: readies. He envisioned sending the condensed texts through
wireless networks. The Readies, describes these eponymously named abbreviated texts and his plans for a reading machine, but since he printed only 150 copies, the volume is practically unknown
outside of a small circle of scholars. With this new edition, Craig Saper hopes to introduce Bob Brown's Roving Eye Press books to a new generation of readers.
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